
Name Date
(Key # 1 - 126563)

Charlotte's Web: Chapters 18 - 22
Vocabulary Words
humble paradise magum opus
languishing marveling gorge
pompous extraordinary triumph
tremendous agony desolation
deserted lee trinket
daintily hallowed tranquil
garrulous

Short Answers

1. What was the reason that Charlotte gave Wilbur for helping to save his life?

2. How did Wilbur get Templeton to help him get Charlotte's sac of eggs?

3. What was the last word that Charlotte would spin in her web?

4. What did Mr. Zuckerman do with Wilbur's medal once they were all back home?

5. Why were all the baby spiders leaving?

Matching
Match each definition with a word from the vocabulary list.

6. thinking too highly of oneself; conceited

7. abandoned

8. to eat so much as to make oneself sick

9. wasting away

10. fragile and pretty



Name

11. unusually remarkable

12. a small object

13. victory

14. great sadness that comes from grief or pain

15. intense emotional or physical pain

Multiple Choice
Select the definition that most nearly defines the given word.

16. paradise
A. a place of great happiness
B. fragile and pretty
C. peaceful
D. thinking too highly of oneself; conceited

17. garrulous
A. great sadness that comes from grief or pain
B. too talkative
C. a place of great happiness
D. unusually remarkable

18. extraordinary
A. amazing
B. unusually remarkable
C. too talkative
D. victory

19. hallowed
A. huge
B. greatly respected
C. wasting away
D. intense emotional or physical pain

20. lee
A. shelter that is protective
B. not being proud or bragging
C. a small object
D. to eat so much as to make oneself sick

21. magum opus
A. greatly respected
B. abandoned



Name

C. shelter that is protective
D. great work

22. tremendous
A. thinking too highly of oneself; conceited
B. huge
C. victory
D. not being proud or bragging

23. deserted
A. a small object
B. intense emotional or physical pain
C. wasting away
D. abandoned

24. languishing
A. peaceful
B. wasting away
C. unusually remarkable
D. a place of great happiness

25. marveling
A. great sadness that comes from grief or pain
B. abandoned
C. amazing
D. huge



Name

26. Write an acrostic for your three favorite characters from the story.



Answer Key: (Key # 1 - 126563)

Charlotte's Web: Chapters 18 - 22
Vocabulary Words
humble paradise magum opus
languishing marveling gorge
pompous extraordinary triumph
tremendous agony desolation
deserted lee trinket
daintily hallowed tranquil
garrulous

1. What was the reason that Charlotte gave Wilbur for helping to save his life?

Because she liked him and it gave her life meaning.

2. How did Wilbur get Templeton to help him get Charlotte's sac of eggs?

Wilbur promised him that he could eat first when Lurvy brought the slop.

3. What was the last word that Charlotte would spin in her web?

humble

4. What did Mr. Zuckerman do with Wilbur's medal once they were all back home?

He hung it on a nail over Wilbur's pigpen so that visitors could see it.

5. Why were all the baby spiders leaving?

They were going to make their lives somewhere else.

Matching
Match each definition with a word from the vocabulary list.

pompous 6. thinking too highly of oneself; conceited

deserted 7. abandoned

gorge 8. to eat so much as to make oneself sick

languishing 9. wasting away



Answer Key: (Key # 1 - 126563)

daintily 10. fragile and pretty

extraordinary 11. unusually remarkable

trinket 12. a small object

triumph 13. victory

desolation 14. great sadness that comes from grief or pain

agony 15. intense emotional or physical pain

Multiple Choice
Select the definition that most nearly defines the given word.

A 16. paradise
A. a place of great happiness
B. fragile and pretty
C. peaceful
D. thinking too highly of oneself; conceited

B 17. garrulous
A. great sadness that comes from grief or pain
B. too talkative
C. a place of great happiness
D. unusually remarkable

B 18. extraordinary
A. amazing
B. unusually remarkable
C. too talkative
D. victory

B 19. hallowed
A. huge
B. greatly respected
C. wasting away
D. intense emotional or physical pain

A 20. lee
A. shelter that is protective
B. not being proud or bragging
C. a small object
D. to eat so much as to make oneself sick



Answer Key: (Key # 1 - 126563)

D 21. magum opus
A. greatly respected
B. abandoned
C. shelter that is protective
D. great work

B 22. tremendous
A. thinking too highly of oneself; conceited
B. huge
C. victory
D. not being proud or bragging

D 23. deserted
A. a small object
B. intense emotional or physical pain
C. wasting away
D. abandoned

B 24. languishing
A. peaceful
B. wasting away
C. unusually remarkable
D. a place of great happiness

C 25. marveling
A. great sadness that comes from grief or pain
B. abandoned
C. amazing
D. huge



Answer Key: (Key # 1 - 126563)

26. Write an acrostic for your three favorite characters from the story.


